We inspire people to plant, nurture, and celebrate trees.

Trees for Pets® Honor the memory of a beloved companion.
They're more than our pets. They're our friends. They carve out a special place in our
hearts and in our lives. What better way to honor them than with the gift of trees? Honor the memory
of a beloved companion. For every $5 donation, one tree will be planted and cared for in an American
forest. Included in the cost is the printing and mailing of a personalized Trees for Pets certificate.
As you seek a fitting manner to remember a lost companion who has meant so much,
imagine restoring grandeur to a forest in desperate need. Celebrate treasured recollections by
planting Trees in Memory of your pet or to comfort someone who has recently lost a pet. By planting
Trees in Memory you memorialize their life in a living, vital way that grows grander through the
years.
Our Trees for Pets program allows us to show just how special our clients are while at the
same time making a difference in the world. Each Trees for Pets certificate honors a special
companion by planting a tree in their honor or memory in our nation's forests to help replace grand
trees that are lost each year to fire or disease.
Remember the great times you have shared with your devoted
companion, the creature whose unconditional love you never
questioned? Now you can do something special that shows just how
much your pet has meant to you.
Strong, healthy trees are important to all living creatures who share
the Earth. From environmental gains to the social advantages we
enjoy when admiring their beauty in our landscape, the benefits of
trees touch each of us daily. Yet they face serious challenges,
challenges like fire, disease, and insects that can destroy stands of
trees that have taken decades to grow.
By planting Trees in Celebration or Trees in Memory of your pet,
you honor your pet with a lasting symbol of your devotion while
sharing a healthier world with everyone.
Our clients are grateful for the card, and they're thrilled that the love of their pet is making a
difference in the environment through the planting of trees.

Dr. Megan Ehlers, Lincoln, Nebraska
Animals are such agreeable friends—they ask no questions, they pass no criticisms.

George Eliot
For more information, please call (402) 473-9565 or email commemorative@arborday.org.

